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New Subscriber Checklist
Click each item to link to the page on amm.com. Complete
this checklist to ensure you get the most out of your AMM
license.
 Set your account preferences
 Explore Price Tracker
 Perform a commodity search
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 Save a material to your My Prices tab
 Set up a price alert

Important Contacts
Customer Service

 Create a price chart

(412) 765-2580

 Perform a historical query

custserv@amm.com

 View exchange data

Account Representatives
(877) 638-2856

 Visit the AMM Daily Archives, where you can

subscribe@amm.com

download a back issue of AMM Daily
Editorial & Press Releases
 Familiarize yourself with our copyright terms
 Download our methodology documents for the

commodities you track
 Attend an AMM event

(646) 274-6202
newsroom@amm.com
Advertising - Mary Connors
(646) 274-6250
mconnors@amm.com

 Consider becoming a price contributor - contact

editorial if interested

Events
(212) 901-3828

 Connect with AMM on social media

conferences@amm.com

CLICK TO CONNECT
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AMM Methodologies
Thousands of American Metal Market subscribers rely on our metals price assessments and market
stories to empower their business decisions every day. We take this responsibility very seriously,
and seize every opportunity to provide an explanation of how we provide this trustworthy data. AMM
methodologies are published and made accessible to ensure our price reporting process is fully
transparent.
The AMM price assessment process is aligned to core IOSCO principles. The IOSCO Assessment
Methodology is designed to provide IOSCO's interpretation of its Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation ("Principles") and give guidance on the conduct of a self-assessment or third-party
assessment of the level of Principles implementation.
AMM’s methodology makes our pricing trustworthy for our customers and helps ensure price
reporters are able to produce independent assessments reﬂective of the spot market. The goal of
each methodology is to provide a clear overview of the pricing methodology and price speciﬁcations
of all the markets that AMM assesses.

Download a Methodology document or visit amm.com/methodology for more information
•AMM Midwest Ferrous Scrap Index

•AMM Steel Methodology

•AMM US Ferrous Scrap Export Index

•AMM Nonferrous Metal Methodology

•AMM Ferrous Scrap Index

•Quick Guide to AMM Pricing

•AMM Nonferrous Scrap Methodology
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What you can do with your license
If you purchased your license on AMM.com, you agreed to abide by AMM's terms and company policies. For
your reference, and for those who did not purchase their license online, this page will help you and your company
minimize risk of noncompliance. Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the list below and read through
the secondary list of what you may and may not do:
•Terms & Conditions
•Copyright terms
•Complaint Handling Policy
•Data Submitter Policy

What you MAY do:

What you MAY NOT do:

You as the named subscriber on the account are permitted to

You may not share your login details or create shared access

access the AMM Daily PDF issue and other content on AMM.

for multiple people; your username and password may only

com using your personal user name and password.

be used by the person named on the license. This also forbids
saving AMM content on a network where multiple people can

You may print or electronically save a single copy of each

access it, i.e. company intranet.

AMM Daily issue or of other website content for your individual
use.

You may not copy, print/scan or forward (electronically or
otherwise) AMM Daily or the daily email (this includes single

You may occasionally (limit once per quarter) send a copy of

articles, pricing and cover-to-cover)

a single article from the website to as many as five persons
using the “Email a Friend” function on AMM.com.

You may not print and distribute hard copies of the daily
electronic issue of AMM Daily. The subscriber has permission

You may share your copy of the original monthly print
magazine that comes as part of your American Metal Market
subscription package. You may also download and print one

to print a single copy of the daily issue for his/her own reading
or to retain for later reference, but regular distribution is strictly
prohibited.

copy from the website for your own individual use.
You may not routinely copy and distribute portions of American
Metal Market content, including the daily email received by
subscribers.

Discuss your additional speciﬁc information needs with us, and we can tailor an appropriate license package to allow
compliance for everyone who wishes to access and/or use the information American Metal Market offers.
For more information, please email subscribe@amm.com or call 412-880-4969.
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License Options & Data Solutions
AMM subscribers have many options to upgrade their license at anytime. Take a moment to review
the licensing options below. If you would like to add on any of these features to your AMM license,
contact John Lecky at 412-880-4969.
Professional License - A single user professional license is ideal for the individual who needs tools to analyze
material pricing, download historic trends, and gain unlimited access to AMM news content for their own use.

Expanded License - The proper data-use license ensures that you or your company can use AMM
proprietary data in a contract, report, software program such as excel, or an ERP system as long as it is
licensed properly. While we understand that AMM prices are sometimes used across multiple departments,
divisions or visible to others in a company, the appropriate expanded-use license ensures compliancy with
AMM’s proprietary prices. Inquire about the appropriate license for compliant use of AMM pricing with your
account manager.

Enterprise License-An enterprise license can be a solution for companies of all sizes and is your all access
package to pricing and news. Whether you need a data feed, an expanded license, copies of AMM Daily for your firm
or unlimited single user desktop licenses for your entire organization,
our sales team can create the custom enterprise license and distribution rights for exactly what you need.

Data Solutions
Take advantage of one of the many data solutions AMM has for pricing and data management. Pricing and
data is available in different formats, frequencies and a new live metals streaming platform. A data solution
from AMM is as easy to use as hitting “refresh” on your computer. Let us help you choose the option that
best suits your current needs.

Data Feeds.

Fastmarkets Platform.

Excel Add-In.

All prices assessed by AMM and

Access delayed or real-time

This add-in is a direct and live link to

MB Group are available for delivery

exchange data and global price

AMM’s pricing database and

in a data feed. Prices

assessments from American

creates an embedded function with-

can be fed via an XML/API frame-

Metal Market and Metal Bulletin in a

in your worksheet so you never have

work or a DDE service into your

single view. Create synthetic prices

to spend valuable time on data entry

excel sheets formatted for various

for alloys through a My Alloys tool.

again. Consume historic

internal and enterprise systems. If

Create personalized market data

pricing data, current pricing data,

you’re using AMM data in a spread-

displays, automate common

add your own data points and

sheet and updating it regularly, you

calculations in conjunction with pric-

formulas, build your own forecast

can benefit from a data feed.

ing data, and experience the utility

models, cost models, composite

of a trading platform – all available

prices, and regression analysis with

as a simple add-on to your existing

the next generation of Excel tools.

AMM license.
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AMM Events & Advertising
The strength of the AMM brand is unique in the North
American metals industry. With thousands of decision-makers

ANNUAL EVENTS

reading AMM regularly, your message is received by those
who have the authority to purchase and influence decisions.
Advertising in AMM gives you a direct line of communication

January
> Mexican Steel Forum

with key decision-makers.

March
> AMM & MBR Steel Tube & Pipe C
Conference
f

As an advertiser, affiliating your company with a publication

June

such as AMM that delivers a devoted engaged and active

> Automotive Supply Chain Conference
ce

group of decision-makers will help elevate your brands image.

> AMM & WSD Steel Survival Strategies
tegies

AMM offers multiple channels for delivering your message, so

September
ference
> North American Ferroalloys Conference

you’ll have the flexibility to communicate in a way that meets
your overall marketing goals.
Learn more about different advertising and sponsorship

October
> Stainless & its Alloys Conference
e
November

options with AMM such as print, online, maps, infographics

> Steel Scrap Conference

and classifieds. Download the latest media kit.

> DRI & Mini-mills Conference

DOWNLOAD THE LATEST

MEDIAKIT

AMM Events invites you to attend our conferences and
exhibitions for the North American ferrous and non-ferrous
metals industries.
With only the best speakers to share their specialist market
knowledge, our events remain at the center of the metals
markets and continue to connect metals professionals from
across North America and the rest of the world year on year.

Click here for more information about events, speaking
opportunities, sponsorship, registration, hotel bookings and
more.
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AMM Mobile App &
Mobile App

Using the AMM app:

Download the FREE AMM iPad and iPhone apps from the

As a subscriber, you can log into the app using your e-mail
address and password.

iTunes store today

•Refresh the app to see updated content

•Read the latest news and prices from AMM.

•Drag up or down on the screen to scroll. You can also scroll
sideways to navigate between articles, prices and sections.

•Download AMM’s Daily pdf for offline viewing.

•Use the menu panel to go to a different section. Tap to open a
section or view subsections.

•Customizable homepage with ‘My Prices’ and ‘My Stories’.

•Tap the arrow at the top left of the page to navigate to the previous
section viewed.

Since 1882 AMM has been providing industry leading pricing
and exclusive news for the metal industries. You can access
AMM’s news and pricing intelligence on-the-go and save

•Tap on the star next to material prices or articles to add or remove
from ‘My Prices’ and ‘My Stories’. Whether you're on the app or on a
desktop computer, all of your saved prices and stories are accessible.
•Tap to download today’s AMM Daily pdf from the homepage for

the Daily PDF for offline reading, making the AMM iPad and

offline viewing.

iPhone apps your perfect travel accessory.
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Welcome to the Metal Bulletin Family!

AMM provides exclusive pricing and news for the ferrous and
nonferrous metals markets with a focus on North America and world
markets where applicable.

Scrap Price Bulletin provides ferrous and alternative iron pricing for the
18 major North American scrap markets.

FastMarkets provides the metals industry with live prices, news,
research and physicals reports on the global base and precious metals
markets.

The Metal Bulletin Group aims to provide leading pricing intelligence,
including independent industry benchmarks, for the metal and mining
industry. The group’s global portfolio of news, analysis, conferences
and insight services complement these price benchmarks.

Industrial Minerals provides market intelligence for global non-metallic
minerals from mine to market

Metal Bulletin Research - The world’s leading independent provider
of market analysis and forecasts for the global metals and mining
industry.
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